
Forecast 10 days ahead

Responsive design for 
all platforms

Premium Online Global Weather
We boost your ratings!

Premium Online 
Weather Content

Deploy in minutes

Easily customize to fit your design

iPhone and Android ready



With StormGeo Online Global Weather, our clients reach their customers with turnkey products 
and dynamic data delivery, adapted for each client’s individual needs—in minutes.

How many weather forecast locations are provided?        
Forecasts are provided for any location globally supported by a multi-language location 
database with more than 10 million named spots – cities, known landmarks, popular holiday 
locations and much more.

How often are the weather forecasts updated?
With StormGeo’s detailed forecast, you get the hourly forecast the �rst 4 days, followed by 12-
day, long-term forecasts every 6 hours for any location. The weather forecasts are continuously 
updated as new model runs are available or our global team of meteorologists edits the 
forecasts.

What is the Global Map Player? 
We know a picture is worth a 1000 words. We provide global map layers for precipitation, 
temperature, cloud cover and regional radar coverage. 

Do you provide climate data?
A monthly overview shows the days of precipitation and temperature for planning the next 
business trip or holiday for a city or region. 

Can I get what is important for my region? 
StormGeo will add the most relevant parameters. Is moisture relevant for your users? Fog or 
sandstorm? Severe precipitation? You let us know and we provide the requested changes.

Do you have an example of your weather page integrated in an external web portal?
We have many! Here is an example of Nettavisen’s (Norwegian Newsportal) web portal:

“In less than 2 years 
StormGeo’s unique online 
weather solutions have 
boosted our earnings 
600%! Through their 
online solution we are 
covered on all platforms 
such as TV, WEB, Android 
and iPhone app’s, mobile 
weather warnings, online 
competitions and more. 
We value the collaboration 
and effort highly in our 
daily work to inform and 
attract new users”
 
Ronald Toppe, 
Projectleader, TV2
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What is the cost for the weather forecast provided?
We Offer Two Packages to Support All Standard Ad Formats

1. Ready-to-go & deploy. The weather site is ready for deployment – ads are in place and 
revenue will be shared based on traf�c generated, - or -

2. Integrate your ad system. StormGeo will, on request, enter into a partnership where your 
ads are used on your new weather site and be the basis for the revenue share.

Can I get user analytics?
Page views, unique users and other relevant data included in your overall site metrics give your 
sponsors high-relevancy while giving you higher earnings as the weather site grows as part of 
your total online offering.

Technical Speci�cations
Does the weather page work on all platforms?
The weather site ready to deploy across all your platforms from mobile to desktop, and can 
be added to your native mobile apps with all the functionally working out-of-the-box through 
basic web view.

Can I get the weather in different languages?
Choose among 25 languages and preferred metrics in the display.

Can the solution be customized with my favorite locations?
The weather site remembers the users last visited locations and these can be changed. You can 
also set prede�ned/default favorite locations for your site.

Can I change the look and feel to suit my preferences?
Our customized pro�le puts you in the drivers seat. Overrule the default CSS and adopt the 
colors, fonts and weather symbols that match your design pro�le.

You can choose from several languages in the control panel. Here are examples of Chinese, Arabic and Italian.
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ISO 9001

StormGeo is a global provider of advanced analytics and meteorological services delivering decision support for weather 
sensitive operations. Since its inception StormGeo has analyzed petabytes of data, transforming it into actionable 
decision guidance to help our customers manage risk and operations, control costs and increase revenue. The company 
has a leading position in solutions for shipping, offshore oil and gas, renewable energy and corporate enterprise 
business continuity. StormGeo has 23 worldwide offices of which 7 are 24/7/365 operation centers spanning all 
geographical areas of the world. StormGeo is a ISO-9001 certified company. For more information visit stormgeo.com 
or email info@stormgeo.com.

We have clients all over the world
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